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Transmission Function Employee Job Titles

Control Center Operation

- Balancing Authority System Operator
- Transmission System Operator
- Clearance Coordinator
- System Operations Training Specialist
- Field Training Specialist
- Interchange Metering Specialist
- Manager, System Operations
- Supervisor, Control Center Operations
- System Operations Coordinator
- System Operator Trainee

Utility Application Services Support

- EMS Analyst System Operations
- Systems Analyst
- Load Management Specialist
- Meter & Data Acquisition Specialist
- Manager Information Services

Operations Engineering

- Control Center Engineering Technician
- Energy Management System (EMS) Engineer
- Power Network Application Engineer
- Power System Analysis Engineer
- Supervisor Operations Engineering
- Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Engineer
- System Operations Reliability Engineer
System Operations Compliance Specialist

- Compliance Specialist – Sys Ops